Jordan Gardiner
Brisbane, Australia
Hi, I'm Jordan Gardiner, a multi-talented
Swiss army knife that is talented in both
design and development across a
multitude of platforms.
For nearly a decade I was a web
developer, originally at iOnline for nearly
eight years as a casual employee, then
later at JSAcreative for one and a half
years full-time. I’ve worked with numerous
local, national and international clients,
taking designs and transforming them into
pixel-perfect, functional websites.
More recently in 2018 I became a product
designer at Popgun. In this role I was
especially focused on designing radically
new UI/UX for interacting with music AI,
but I also acquired skills in developing
mobile and desktop apps with Swift.
I believe I am a diligent, meticulous and
loyal worker, with a strong motivation for
startups and building great things for the
benefit of everybody.
Let's make a better future, together.

Skills
Development: HTML5, CSS3, PHP,
WordPress, Laravel, JavaScript (ES6+),
React, NextJS, Angular, FlowJS, Swift,
ReactiveX (RxSwift), Git, Git Flow
Design: Sketch, Figma, Marvel, Invision,
Photoshop, Illustrator

Education
Bachelor of Multimedia from Griffith
University
Graduated 2015
Majored in Internet Computing

Career History
Contract Web Developer at JSAcreative
November 2019 — Current (4 months)
• Developed a number of fully functional websites for clients
(HTML, CSS, JS, PHP, WordPress)
UI/UX Designer at GetFU Holdings
July 2019 — November 2019 (3 months)
• Designed and prototyped screens for the Fu mobile app,
including a new onboarding experience and screens for a
major upcoming feature (Sketch, InVision, Zeplin)
• Completely designed and developed the getfu.com.au
static website (Jekyll, HTML, CSS, Sass)
• Assisted in the creation of print media (Indesign)
Product Designer at Popgun Labs
Jan 2018 — Jun 2019 (1 year & 6 months)
• Prototyped and designed never-before-seen experiences
for interacting with music and artificial intelligence
(Sketch, Figma, Marvel)
• Developed numerous JS (vanilla, React + Flow) and iOS/
macOS (Swift) applications for internal testing and limited
release
• Researched and gave valued input into product and
company direction
• Assisted with creating, getting feedback on and iterating
on an internal application deemed suitable for public
release
• Helped to introduce agile stand-ups and Trello, now used
by the wider company
Front End Web Developer at JSAcreative
Mar 2016 — Jan 2018 (1 year & 10 months)
• Took web designs and developed them into fullycompleted, functional websites (HTML, CSS, JS, PHP,
WordPress)
• Communicated with and took feedback from notable local,
national and international clients
• Collaborated with designers on in-progress designs
Web Developer at iOnline
May 2008 — Mar 2016 (7 years & 10 months)
• Undertook a Certificate IV in Multimedia and learnt the
fundamentals of website design and development
• Continued on after certificate course and assisted with
the creation, content placement and maintenance of
websites (HTML, CSS, JS, PHP, WordPress)
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